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Mosque of selim ii ap art history

Uncategorized October 29, 2017October 29, 2017 aparthistorygo Mosque Selim IIDetail shot Grand DomeSnapshot of Dome and Interiormüezzin mahfili -- Muzzin's PlatformSelimiye Mosque Selim IILocation:Edirne, TurkeyDate:Hegira 982/AD 1574Architect:Sow Mimar Sinan AgaDavid
AgaPeriod:Classical OttomanPatron:Sultan Selim II (AH 974-82/AD 1568-75)Content:The mosque, two madrasas in the southeast and southwest, located in a courtyard (190 m x 130 m)Mosque:measures 190 x 130 meters two symmetrical square madrasas (served as a college for studying traditions
muhammad) Square prayer hall: approached by the porticoed courtyardAppro approaches the northern façade of the mosque sweeping-aligned gates exterior district wall, focus eye toward the dome, which can be seen from a distanceThe ethereal dome: weightless and floating prayer hall , architectural
features worse than the large domeThe large dome rests on eight muqarnas-corated squinches supported by eight large piersMuquarnas with polished decorative shapes , overhang and receding- they bridge to a transitional pointTo allow the round base of the dome to connect to the octagon formed by
piers. Butt pillars supporting the east and west piers- hold up the weight of the huge domeButs artfully hidden outside porticos and galleries (those that fill the spaces between walls and piers)The Qibla: wall, which faces towards Mekka, projects exterior emphasizing the openness of interiorMuzzin
platform (head of prayers chant congregation): putting the center under the dome is unconventional, reflects Sinan's interest in exceeding the Christian architecture- position platform also creates a vertical alignment of octagon, square, circle Interior decoration: repainted, polychrome, Iznik tiles, Ottoman
décor, motifs iconography saz leaves and Chinese cloudsMuquarnas: ornate vault, geometric division of a blackout. Squinches: Construction by filling the upper angles of a square room, form a foundation to get an octagonal or spherical dome. Pier: vertical support of the structure or superstructure, such
as an arch, sections of structural walls between openings can operate between piers. Additions: Shops (arasta) and recitation school west of courtyard - added David AgaSummarized Information: Thin soaring minaretsAbundant window space well-lit interiorDecorative display mosaic and tile work
Centrally designed buildingSan open spacious interior contrasts in traditional mosquesInseal the hospital, school, librarySinan was chief court architect Suleyman of MagnificentTransitions in the square floor plan round dome by achieving insertion of smaller domes cornersHuis huge piers supported by
domeContext: Completed Edirne, rather than the capital IstanbulEdirne was where Selim was stationed as a prince when his father campaigned in Persia in 1548Edirne is located Balkans, were historical and geographical significant in history as the capital of the Ottoman Empire before Istanbul and the
second city of EmpireEdirne was the first major city that traveling Europeans could transfer to the Ottoman Empire. Selim built this mosque to exemplifie the greatness of the Ottoman Empire. Mosque was also able to dominate the domestic landscape of Edirne, making it the defining place of the city.
Suleyman's son, MagnificentForm:Stone, brick, marbleFunction: An example of the richness and greatness of the Ottoman Empire, as well as its strength and infinity (next to a popular tourist passing through the place, showed tourists its dominance) Mosque - shows the differences between Islam and
ChristianityIn the mosque symbolizes the victory of Islam. It's also an attempt to surpass the Hagia Sophia and byzantine basilica in Istanbul. Cultural Comparisons:PantheonDome by RockHagia Sophia If you see this message, that means we have problems loading external resources on our website. If
you are behind a web filter, make sure that the *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org domains are unlocked. Unblocked.
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